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Empires or imperial states had always an awareness that several communities, some major some minor, inhabited the imperial societies, and besides the subjects professing the religion of the state there were other faiths and other religious communities as subjects of the empire. These other groups, “the minority religious communities”, would at times get special favourable treatment from the emperor and imperial administration, at times subjected to harsh treatment, particularly when suspected of disloyalty or of hiding wealth. The histories of the Ottoman, Austro-Hungarian, Mughal Empires (the empires of late Middle Ages and the early modern age), bear this out. We can also say that while this was a situation bearing out the existence of proto-minorities, yet the societies and states were not still majoritarian societies and states, and official majority-minority situation and policies did not exist. We can call this policy and situation as being produced out of a reason of the state (raison d'etat). This reason of the state had more to do with considerations of empire’s security, occasional requirements relating to revenue and taxation, and the anxiety that the divine power the empire represented must not be threatened by any other notion or belief in divinity. This was the divine reason that mixed with imperial reasons and produced the reason of the state. Even if the case in question was not an empire, but a monarchy, etc. it would always and invariably be a strong centralised state. Reasons of state, laws, centralisation (which meant the gradual formation of standing professional armies) went together.

However what we are discussing in this report is not an issue exemplifying the reason of the state, but reason of government – minorities being produced not as consequence of raison d’etat, but out of governmental history. Governmental reason has relation with state reason, they overlap, but governmental rationality has its specific ways of functioning, such as reasons of managing culture, turning an anonymous mass of population into identifiable, governable population units, laying down norms of representation through elections, combining the policy of guaranteeing rights with ensuring methods of control of the subjects who are becoming citizens, an agenda of creating of a society that would be synonymous with a governable whole, adding political value to number (statistics), etc. etc. Security, taxation, and revenue raising still remain important, but they now become parts of a vast repertoire of governing methods and technologies of rule. The significant
question here is: Where does the nation stand in this division of state reason and
governmental reason (and transformation from the former to latter)? We can guess
the answer, namely, that the nation as a form of political society stands on the divide,
the intersection of the two. It means that it builds on both kinds of reason.
Considerations of national security, national representation (known as national will),
and national administration and governance – all these three factors predicate the
emergence and the perpetuation of the modern minority problematic. There is one
factor however that marks the histories of all these three considerations: it is the
factor of the colonial past, which is a part and parcel of the nation question. In this
respect the histories of Europe and South Asia bear similarities. Both regions carry
the post-colonial predicament, which is as follows: how to democratise the
nation/region to such an extent where minority as category of powerlessness vanishes
(that is numbers lose political value), while we all know that democracy and modern
nationhood having roots in the colonial past keeps on creating what may be called
fictive ethnicities, majority-centric values and passions, and hierarchic structure with
regard to access to resources – in short the minority question.

We must keep in mind these dynamics in order to appreciate how knowledge
of minorities has been produced, what and how policies have guided the research
agenda, and how changes in these policies have occurred. While this report deals
with the Indian situation in particular, readers of this report will find similarities and
commonalities with situations in other South Asian countries. Equally significantly
the readers will realise the closeness with various European situations in which the
once-colonised other finds its past as well as possible futures.

Thus as we begin this report with a brief description of the India’s colonial
past whence began the project of “knowing the minorities”, it will be good to recall
the European situation in order to be cognisant of the likely directions that the post-
colonial project of “knowing the minorities” can take. We must not be astonished at
the fact that the compulsion to “know the minorities” is same in both cases that is
India and Europe – namely, retaining liberal democracy, nationhood, and
encouraging trans-national links. The question is same (of course again broadly
speaking): Can liberal democracy abolish the “minority question” while retaining its
principal modes? This question propels most of the researches. At the same time for
us in writing this report the more specific question will be: What specific rationality
today determines the existence of the minorities as a problem and thus what is the
specific reason guiding today’s researches on minorities?

Europe as we know produced its minorities out of the long religious wars,
Napoleonic wars followed by other national wars, collapse of the two empires
(Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman), and then the inter-state wars of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. The process continued till the last decade of the twentieth
century, when several national minorities emerged in the wake of the collapse of
socialism and the transition in Eastern Europe. Once again wars followed. And then
new minorities emerged everywhere in form of the itinerant communities, indigenous
population groups, immigrants, etc. indicating at times a return of the minority
question. Yet we must also remember that this history has been marked by several
attempts to innovate conflict resolution mechanisms (such as partition, different
autonomous arrangements, international and regional guarantee mechanisms, treaties, inspection, standard setting exercises by the European Union, courts of human rights, charters of rights, OSCE functions such as commiserating on the observance of human rights norms, particularly minority rights, punitive provisions, Council of Europe mechanisms, etc.). Treaties to protect minorities have marked the last two centuries. In many cases new constitutionalism also has set norms and mechanisms for minority protection. In terms of relevance of this history, we can say that (a) the European experiences of the simultaneous expansion of nationalism and democracy, (b) recognition and protection of minority rights in the wake of this double expansion, (c) regionalisation of the issue and mechanisms, and (d) the emergence of a body of laws - present for the post-colonial world a likely scenario towards which the minority question may evolve in countries like India. Yet, in spite of all these developments, the nationalist legacy and the colonial residues have remained strong in Europe. Added to these two factors now there is a renewed concern with security often affecting minority communities. Multiculturalism as a consequence is now regarded as having mixed success. No wonder, studies on minorities, concerned policies, definitional quibbles, constitutional-juridical readings, legal commentaries, sociological researches, economic studies, analyses of cultural institutions, linguistic studies, and finally the security scenario – all these studies propelled inter-governmental programmes, inter-university researches, various foundations, research grant schemes, human rights bodies – bear the marks of the ways the minority question has emerged in Europe in the last two hundred years, and re-emerges today. We can also see how these studies bear the mark of the shifting locus of rationality – from reason of the state to governmental reason (a transformation we have briefly portrayed just now), also an increasing mix of the two. As a consequence we have also new lights on issues of sovereignty, rights, welfare doctrine, and rule of law – for after all the minority issue hurts most the established ideas and notions on all these four.

We can see the same shift taking place in India, how imperial and state reasons have gradually given way here also to governmental considerations, how the two considerations have overlapped, and how knowledge of minorities produced out of scholarly investigations, administrative inquiries, government policies, funding strategies for beneficiaries, mega research programmes, has followed the trail of power in form of state and governmental rationalities. But we must equally appreciate that not all knowledges are primarily marked by considerations of policies and governmental reasons; there are minor knowledges on what is conventionally termed as the minority question – knowledges that break the boundaries of the historical liberal project of “knowing the minorities” and can give us rare glimpses into possible solutions to the most vexing question of democratic deficit, namely how to redress the inadequacy of democracy, which tries to solve the minority problematic through governmental mode. But this further means that we cannot make a neat typology of these encoded forms of knowledge. Such a classificatory exercise while serving some heuristic purpose should not be taken very formally, because research policies and the resultant knowledges may reflect the same state of mixed reasons and legitimacies.
The mix of rationality we are referring to was evident from the first well-known tract or report in India on “the minorities”. Lord Mayo, who on assuming the post of Governor General and the Viceroy of India (1868) had expressed his determination to “put down Wahabeeism in India as (he) had put down Fenianism in Ireland”, had engaged W.W. Hunter to conduct an inquiry into whether Muslims were bound by their religion to rebel against the Queen. Mayo’s brief to Hunter was clearly around the “vexed question of loyalty” in those transitional times of post-Mutiny India. Yet Hunter cautioned against war-like measures adopted by a civilian administration against a section of subject population. But as town after town on the frontier on the West in the last decade of the nineteenth century was razed to the ground and the frontier was ablaze in those closing years, of the colonial officials Sir William Hunter was one of the first to realise this when he wrote of the “chronic conspiracy within our territory”. Any inquiry into the dynamics of knowledge and power in the colonial project of knowing the minorities must therefore begin with W.W. Hunter, the Director General of Statistics, who had written on being commissioned by Lord Mayo, *Our Indian Mussulmans: Are They Bound in Conscience to Rebel against the Queen?* (1876, reprint 2002). Hunter’s work was quickly followed – in fact in little over 30 years – by the Morley Minto Report and the reforms the Report suggested in terms of instituting separate electorate for religious communities. After Morley Minto Reforms came other reports, commissions (notably the Simon Commission, 1927), recommendations, awards, and when the Constituent Assembly finally met in the backdrop of the Great Partition, the situation was marked by several competing discourses each backed by enormous scholarly outputs.

Researches on aspects such multi-cultural existence, presence of multi-faith communities, norms of protection, fundamental rights, rule of law, uniformity of civil code, linguistic minorities, indigenous population groups, high values of the nation, representational modes, violence on minorities, riots, virtues of majority strength, protection strategies such as reservation – were already on. The Constituent Assembly proceedings show the clash of various discourses and provide us with clues regarding ways in which subsequent researches would develop including those propelled by considerations of national unity, national integration, secularism, or regulated autonomy, as well as those propelled by liberal societal considerations of augmenting social capital and trust networks, enlightenment, managing political behaviours of communities, and improving modes of governance. Awareness in various forms remains: awareness of rights including women’s rights, right to autonomy, fundamental liberties, of the need to democratise administration and most importantly the need to persist with rights based arguments in face of an overwhelming atmosphere of national (in)security, and finally an awareness of social justice most recently illustrated by the debates on the provisions for positive discrimination. All this is indicated by a still evolving juridical discourse (based on case laws, judicial interpretation, legislations, commentaries, constitutional provisions, and international human rights laws).
Yet this juridical discourse is as much legal, administrative, and political discourse also reflecting the continuing clashes over norms, resources, social and material spaces, and political opportunities. These clashes (particularly the accounts of the riots) are also biographies of political entrepreneurs who have risen through the ranks of community mobilisations; these are also testimonies of what is called, “opportunity hoarding” (a situation, when members of a categorically bounded network acquire access to a resource that it considers valuable, renewable, supportive of the network, and enhanced by the network’s modus operandi, and thus subject to monopolistic control), “the root of persistent or durable inequality”. As readers go through this report, they will see the footprints of the political scene on the ways knowledge has been produced in form of various discourses. To say the least, this phenomenon continues till this day, and what is to be noted in the present context of discussion is that the knowledge produced in this way becomes subsequently a part of the problem. Finally all these also demonstrate how governmental imperatives and rationality (as examples we can refer to all the issues mentioned in the preceding and this paragraph) that began with a specific raison d’etat (recall how Hunter was commissioned and what he finally wrote), now overwhelm researches and research policies. Our political imagination as a consequence is today severely constricted.

Readers will appreciate this point if they take particular notice of the institutional locations of these researches. The institutional story is significant in any comprehensive mapping exercise on production of knowledge on minorities, and formation of various discourses. The various governmental institutions in India on studies in social sciences (Indian Council of Historical Research or ICHR, Indian Council of Social Science Research or ICSSR, Indian Council of Philosophical Research or ICPR), social sciences associations (IHC, IPSA, ISC) have promoted a distinct type of research, marked by social science discourses. National human rights institutions (NHRC, NMC, and NCSC & ST and various state counterparts) have produced their distinctive type of knowledge, emphasizing socio-economic inquiries. There are some minority bodies (for details one can access CRG website - http://mcrg.ac.in/inst1.htm and http://mcrg.ac.in/ad.htm), which have produced a distinct rights-centric narrative of minorities. People have produced resource handbooks. Foreign academia has also been a prominent actor in this field, bringing in research paradigms that bear the mark of different liberal and neo-liberal thinking. Finally human rights organisations (PUCL, PUDR, APCLC, APDR, etc.) foundations, particularly human rights foundations, have encouraged rights sensitive writings. These institutionalised knowledges reflect on property relations, state of legality and legitimacy, possibilities of autonomy, state of the rights discourse, anthropological views of communities, and their past and current histories. It is important to keep this map in mind because it brings out the contradictory nature of the situation: These institutionalised researches, almost all or at least the majority of them, begin with the assumption that India is a democracy, that rule of law exists; only the quality of governance is low. And then faced with the starkly physical nature of violence, dispossession, attrition, and the social war, they end with emphasizing the need to strengthen rule of law, while certainly suggesting some new governmental measures. In their attempt to comprehend the new social rationality
This paper proposes to (a) make an assessment of the research policies and resources on the minorities of South Asia and argues that the current research boom in the field under review is seldom associated with any coherent research policy being followed in the region and (b) raise a few questions and issues that remain unaddressed in the existing body of researches and seeks to draw the outline of a possible research design that might guide future researches in South Asia with a view to provide them better Constitutional, legal and political protection. Besides, the paper is the product of a joint research exercise conducted in dialogical mode by the members and researchers of CRG and a draft of it was discussed in the Project Steering Group meeting held in Bolzano on 29 and 30 August 2008.

**Contemporary Research Boom sans Central Research Policy**

Compared to earlier researches, institutionally conducted researches on the minorities of contemporary India do not speak of any centrally coordinated research policy. Researches on minorities in South Asia are conducted at various levels. While the state continues to play an important role in encouraging and sponsoring higher education in most of the South Asian countries, various statutory agencies like the University Grants Commission, Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) in India enjoy varying forms of autonomy vis-à-vis the state. Although funded in a very substantial way, universities are seldom directly controlled by the state. But it is true that most of the institutions of higher education have to function within the state’s broad policy framework and researches on minorities constitute one of the top priority areas in the list maintained by University Grants Commission in India. Besides, researches in certain minority-concentrated areas receive special grants-in-aid as in the case of India’s Northeast. All the ministries including that of Human Resource Development directly under the administration of the Government of India have to keep 10 percent of their budgetary allocation for the Northeast and the money gets accumulated in the non-lapsable pool of the Central exchequer. The availability of funds has given a new - albeit unsustainable - fillip to researches on India’s Northeast. While it has triggered off a new spate of researches on the minorities in South Asia, the state or for that matter its statutory agencies have very little control over the findings and outputs of such research. Researches driven by the imperative necessity of fund utilization have very little shelf life and do not reflect any consistent policy having been followed in the field under review. In a country like India the state has very little control – if at all – for example over the kind of Ph.D. dissertations being done from different university schools and research institutes. The
states of South Asia may have a policy towards the minorities, but not on researches conducted on them.

A good deal of researches on the minorities rolls out of the research institutes and centres of higher education beyond the established institutional framework. International Centre for Ethnic Studies (Sri Lanka), Lokayan of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies and Calcutta Research Group (CRG) – both in India - provide some examples. While most of the senior members of the faculty and researchers (along with some activists) happen to be associated with various universities and research centres, insofar as they work under institutional auspices, they are not obliged to follow the state’s rules and regulations. Research centres like CRG enjoy comparatively greater autonomy than the established universities and research centres. They evidently follow a research policy that (a) provides their researches a collective and coherent focus, (b) breaks new directions and coordinates researches conducted under their aegis and (c) serves as centre of policy advocacy. Gujarat riots (2002) in India, Post-election violence in Bangladesh in 1996 and subsequently in 2001 have been instrumental in producing a number of investigative reports and researches. Most of them have been done beyond the state auspices and are very critical of the state policies towards the minorities. Of late, countries of South Asia have witnessed a steady growth of this variety of centres and institutions.

Moreover, there is another genre of researches, which are commissioned by a proliferating body of state institutions as National Human Rights Commissions, National Women’s Commissions, National Commission for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, National Commission for Minorities etc and their state equivalents. Besides, researches based on individual initiatives are by no means rare particularly in a country like India. Such researches are made known to us only by their publications.

Researches on the minorities in other words are conducted at various levels sometimes acting at cross-purposes with one another. In the absence of a clearly laid out, central and coherent research policy on minorities, we find considerable difficulties in assessing it. We propose to compare the present researches with a state in which researches are conducted without any central policy guiding, directing or administering them. Strange but true, the current research boom on the minorities does not seem to coincide with the presence of any central and commanding research policy. As we argue in this fashion, we need to add a couple of caveats lest we should not be misunderstood: First, this should not give us the impression that what we call the current research boom has resulted in only haphazard and scattered researches on the minorities. Quite the contrary, it is possible to trace the sources of current boom to discourses on the minorities circulating within the larger society. The discourse only makes it possible to raise only a given body of issues and questions and not others. The point is: researches on minorities today are guided more by the reasons of government than by those of the state. The dominant discourses prevailing and circulating within the society and contributing in no small measure to its government have acquired a measure of autonomy from the state. Second and complementary to the first, while the current research boom is still in this state, this does not mean that framing a research policy is either impossible or unwarranted. In fact, we need to
raise some issues and questions from within the mandate of our project so that we can change the terms of our present discourses. Research policy in that sense can serve as a catalyst for changing the terms of our ongoing discourses.

This paper proposes to (a) raise a few issues and questions that have hitherto remained un-addressed in the existing stock of researches by way of assessing the research policies and practices and (b) accordingly call for designing our research policy in a way that will prepare us for a discourse shift. The discourse shift envisaged in our project intends to (a) study country-specific Constitutional and legal experiences within a comparative framework\(^5\), (b) take stock of the regional and supra-national sources of standards-setting initiatives in South Asia and (c) probe into the best practices and model cases of minority protection and resolution of minority problems and explore into the possibility of disseminating them.

**A Brief Assessment of Research Policies**

Researches on the minorities in South Asia in general and India in particular have been highly uneven in character and there is reason to think that these have primarily built on the general institutional practices and discourses circulating within the larger society. The British administrative writings seemed keen on tracing the essentially divergent nature of Indian society and its innate inability to form a homogeneous nation. Since many of the groups do not form parts of any single nation, the term ‘majority’ or ‘minority’ becomes irrelevant unless their nationhood is recognized. More than branding a group as a majority or a minority, it was interested in discovering how they could be held together without interrupting the colonial rule. Colonial policy for a considerable length of time was guided by the reasons of state. Thus with the initiation of Morley-Minto reforms of 1908 referred to above began an era of reserving seats and posts in Government establishments and decision-making bodies etc. so that minorities do not feel threatened by the political institutions oriented to serve the majorities. British ethnographic writings are replete with the racial and ethnic stereotypes (like ‘martial races’, ‘criminal tribes’ etc) that in their combination refuse to make India a nation. Besides, the colonial rulers also made an implicit distinction between the ‘primitives’ and the ‘savages’ residing in India’s Northeast who do not deserve to be ‘ruled’ and ‘civilized’ and the ‘subjects’ – who have ‘submitted to our authority’ and for whom ‘white men have a burden’. Parts of the Northeast never constituted parts of British India and were administered as ‘frontier’ by them. Given that Indians do not form a nation, the mediation of the British – as this genre of writings would have us believe - in holding the society together can never be doubted. This discourse gradually gave birth to the idea that the Hindus and the Muslims form ‘two nations’ who are entitled to two ‘sovereign’ states to be carved out by partitioning the subcontinent – once the colonial rulers stage their exit.

The first batch of historians who became interested in studies in the minorities is also known as the Cambridge School (for their association with the Cambridge University) represented by such eminent scholars as Anil Seal, James Gallagher, John W. Broomfield and Rajat Ray etc. Starting from the assumption that
India is a land of minorities where numerous majorities are distributed at various layers and levels of society and polity - in their favourite phrase ‘locality-province-nation’ - thereby preventing them from forming one homogeneous entity, the school draws our attention to the extremely strategic and contingent nature of the political alliances that are designed and brought into existence by different elite groups claiming to represent diverse ethnic groups in relation to power - whether to acquire it or to dislodge others who have been successful in already acquiring it. The contestation over power determines the dynamics of diverse alliances between elite groups. The essentially minority nature of the components of these alliances confers on the alliances certain flexibility and temporality that also serves as an antidote to their homogenization, entrenchment and durability. Besides, the shifting nature of the alliances also provides scope for new leaderships and elites to emerge and further contest any form of political entrenchment by the already established elites. These alliances have a two-fold impact of democratizing the power base by constantly extending and making power available to newer claimants and deethnicizing and secularizing the claims of ethnic groups and minorities. By virtue of entering into alliances with others, ethnic groups are called upon to shed their exclusivist and ethnic character and discover issues that are common with those of others. The Neo-Cambridge school – a contemporary version of the early Cambridge school – points to the constantly expanding nature of power base in South Asia. The writings on factional politics in Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and South India are a case in point. The involvement of castes in politics in India in the famous words of a very eminent political scientist resulted - not in ‘casteization of politics’, but ‘politicization of castes’.

It seems that the Cambridge School has run a full circle. While at one level it is now widely recognized that the dispersal of political layers and levels has become almost complete with the advent of globalization and loosening control of the states over their populations including the minorities, the imperatives of elite alliances have started working in reverse. Emma Tarlow’s study on the Sikh minorities who have been victims of the anti-Sikh pogroms organized across India in the wake of Indira Gandhi’s assassination in 1984 in the hands of her Sikh bodyguards speaks of the new compulsions of local politics over which the regional and national politicians have little or no control. They are as it were forced to come to terms with the new realities and minority politics today refuses to be subsumed under the elitist models. Minority politics is also visited by the sudden torrents of mass politics that the Cambridge historians fail to appreciate.

The state’s policy towards the minorities is best exemplified by the Constituent Assembly Debates in India - one of the most prolonged debates in history on the question of minorities in any country. The philosophy of the state has attracted some scholarly attention in recent years. Partition, according to Bishnu Mohapatra, represented a traumatic event to the Indian elite and paradigmatic shift in the state’s vision of minorities insofar as it sparked off paranoic fears about the Muslim minorities. Thus, when the issue of reservation of seats and jobs for the Muslims were discussed on the floor and the subcommittee set up for the purpose recommended it, the framers of the Constitution scotched if off on the ground that
they opted for Pakistan’. In simple terms, they were in favour of making a
distinction between the minorities who declare them as nations like the Muslims and
the national minorities like the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes - often
synonymously used as ‘Hindu minorities’. The Constitution provided a template that
also tamed and transformed the minorities declaring them as nations into national
minorities and shunned any reservation or special provisions for them.7 Summing up
the whole debate as well its record of minority protection during the last six decades,
Samaddar observes that the Indian state looked upon the minorities as objects of
‘government’ rather than rights-bearing subjects.8 While much has been written about
the backwardness of the Muslims laid down in the recently released Sachar
Committee report on them, the same tradition of viewing the minorities as objects of
government and power continues since the late-colonial times.

With the introduction of the Subaltern School to history since the late 1970s
by Ranajit Guha and his associates, researches on the minorities have changed
substantially over the years. While critiquing the earlier schools of having denied
agency and subjectivity to the subalterns including the minorities of indigenous
peoples, the ex-untouchables, the dalits (the downtrodden) and the tribal9
communities, women and children, linguistic and sexual minorities and minority
religious cults and so on and so forth. Even if agency and subjectivity are extended to
them, they encompass only the elites that have slowly grown amongst them and not
the common people. The Subaltern School brings their agency and subjectivity to the
centre-stage of history by making at least two very significant departures: One, the
agency and subjectivity of the subalterns consisting of a motley group of people
mentioned above are expressed through everyday resistance in ways specific to them.
The culturally defined means of minority resistance are highlighted in their writings.
Minorities instead of becoming objects of protection become the agents and makers
of history. Two and this follows from the above, minority resistance does not
necessarily hold together the society. Nor does it abide by the requirements of
networking and strategic resistance. The School tends to write history in its ruptures
and fissures. Minorities do not write the same history inhabited by the majorities;
their histories run parallel to those of others. Historical narratives are separate and
separable. Their separation is a precondition of unearthing the significance of
minority politics. Minority history is not a history that is added to it as a minor
appendix – but a history by its own right with its own archive that can be made sense
of only by deploying critical reading strategies. Subaltern consciousness has its
paradigmatic features outlined in Guha’s epoch-making work entitled Elementary
Aspects of Peasant Insurgency in colonial India.

A comparatively recent stream of writings led by such scholars as Paul R.
Brass, Philip Oldenburg, Lloyd & Susanne Rudolph etc based mainly in the US
schools and universities emphasizes on the ‘embedded’ nature of minority politics
and the riots and pogroms in South Asia that take a toll on these countries particularly
during the last one and half decades. Riots are seldom, according to them, one-shot
events, whose impact gets exhausted with their happening, but are deeply embedded
in narratives and discourses that lend different meanings to them at different times of
history. The circulation of and contest over these narratives and discourses makes
reality of riots and pogroms not only unknown but also unknowable so much so that
these are as it were ‘produced’ through them. Viewed in that sense, understanding
riots and pogroms in South Asia is a cent percent political act. As Brass argues:

The struggle to control the representation of riots is … one to cast and divert
blame. If the people are responsible, the government is not to blame. If the
government is not to blame, the argument can also be made that its powers
and authority need strengthening in order to prevent further such events. If
the police are blamed, then the politicians are saved. If the politicians are
blamed, then the police may be freed from blame and their hands and those
of their supporters strengthened in state and society. It is, in fact, one of the
most astonishing features of riots that the very process of casting blame
widely, of justifying, explaining, and interpreting riots contributes to the
failure to prosecute the perpetrators of violence even when their identities are
well known.  

These narratives and discourses are used in structuring the relations: ‘to define the
majority and minority, to differentiate the loyal from the disloyal, the weak and the
strong, those that are privileged and the disprivileged, and to distribute rewards and
punishments’. Thus, our notions about the minorities (like ‘Muslims are headstrong
and intolerant’ and that they are ‘out and out disloyal to India’ etc) are deeply
embedded in these widely shared narratives and discourses. Accordingly, the state
discourse too is not neutral to the majority Hindus and the minority Muslims by way
of offering to mediate between them, but is based on ‘an imagined nation which
defines those who are not part of the “nation” as “minorities” who must accept a
secondary position within the state.”

It seems that minorities have become a hot topic of researches in South Asia
– thanks to the initiatives taken by some of the leading civil society groups like
SAFHR, Calcutta Research Group and Lokayan etc. At one level, they too emphasize
on the dispersal of levels and layers in the body politic that have made the
functioning of the established democratic dispensation in India based predominantly
on the majoritarian principle problematic. Both systematic exclusion of the minorities
and active discrimination have severely impaired the democratic framework. At
another level, the state continues to proceed with the old principles and institutions.
States are slow in thinking about institutional reforms to accommodate this situation.
Political parties based on the principle of interest aggregation for gathering popular
support are becoming increasingly incapable of representing the emerging minority
interests that refuse to be aggregated into the larger wholes. Lokayan in particular has
been flagging these issues for long and drawing our attention to the cases of
emerging mediating institutions that are at the forefront of the new social movements.

Issues and Questions

While most of the studies in South Asia focus on minorities within their respective
countries, there have been very little – if at all – in the existing literature either by
way of comparing them or discovering their continuities and linkages. The researches
on the minorities in South Asia reflect little pan-regional awareness. Historical and
cultural continuities provide as it were with an ideal case for comparing the minorities across the countries of the region. This practice of studying the minorities within their national frontiers in isolated ways speaks of the persisting impact that the framework of nation-states makes on the research agenda and the typical nationalist fear that any cross-border linkages and continuities between minorities are a potential or actual threat to the sovereignty and integrity of the states of South Asia. Minorities are held by the nation-states first of all as ‘national minorities’ and therefore fall under their sovereign domain. Governing the minorities in this context has turned into a problem of emplacing them within a national body. Besides, any comparison between minorities across the countries of South Asia is likely to reflect on the relative performances of the states vis-à-vis the minorities within their respective countries and has the potential of being used and exploited by others. States of South Asia not quite known for being friendly to each other have the record of humiliating their rivals in diplomatic, regional and international forums on the count of discriminatorily treating their minorities. Any comparison reflecting on the state performances in this regard is likely to be politically volatile – if not inflammable. One can therefore say that the practice of studying the minorities within their respective ‘national’ settings is as old as the evolution of nation-states around the world. It is for this reason that comparisons (as in one case between the minorities of India and Malaysia) considered as politically benign and safe are attempted.

By all accounts, migration across nation-states has increased multifold over the recent years. Although an early attempt to study some of these population flows was made by Myron Weiner, it certainly requires to be revisited in the changed context of globalization in South Asia. The ‘mixed and massive’ population flow has not only created new minorities but also triggered off schisms between the locals and the migrants and many of the societies of South Asia seem to be bursting on their seams. While the host country may have its reasons to feel unhappy with the massive immigration from across its borders, the sending country conveniently ‘dumps its excess population’ and refuses to acknowledge it. This has sometimes caused diplomatic standoffs between the countries of South Asia. It is true that such ‘Alice-in Wonderland’ policy is unhelpful, for, a solution will always elude us if the problem is not recognized in the first place. On the other hand, there cannot be any unilateral solution to such issues. A platform like this is ideally placed to first of all recognize minority-producing cross-border migration as a problem and then to evolve possible strategies of addressing it. Researches on scenarios of individual countries can at best be partial in their understanding of the magnitude and impact of such immigration.

While comparisons across the countries of the region are welcome and discovering their historical and cultural continuities and linkages are an important step to any project of evolving regional instruments of minority protection, the role of comparison and continuities and linkages can hardly be blown out of proportions. The presence of historical continuities and linkages should not lead us to bundle the minorities of the same ethnic origin but scattered into diverse cultural and political contexts into one category – homogeneous and indivisible – agitating for and demanding the same charter of rights. The same minority gets differently configured
– culturally and politically – in all different ways. The importance of studying the ‘minorities within minorities’ therefore can hardly be doubted. Both the processes of regional and contextual articulation are operative in South Asia and one has to find out when one acquires political salience over the other. In the existing literature, minorities of South Asia are generally never viewed with all these ramifications. Let us now formulate in more positive terms some of the issues that may form part of a research agenda necessary for a possible discourse shift.

Minorities Across States

Many countries of South Asia formed parts of a politically unified landmass called India for most of their history. Empires of pre-colonial times occasionally stretched from Herat and Kandahar in Afghanistan to the island of Sri Lanka. While such instances of political unification have only been intermittent and occasional, there is no denying that the cracking and splitting of empires and kingdoms would take place along a culturally continuous scale so much so that these events did not trigger off mass exodus from one region to another. Indeed, one or two attempts at making political boundaries coincide with cultural ones by way of ordering population transfers produced grotesque results. The colonial rulers sought to transform the vast tracts of undemarcated and loosely administered frontiers of the North West and the North East into sharply drawn ‘lines’ towards the end of the nineteenth century. Thus, Durand Line in the North West separating India from Afghanistan and Macmahon Line in the North East separating India from Tibet were drawn in 1893 and 1903 respectively. But it was only with the Partition of India in 1947 and consequent reorganization of international borders that the masses of people felt the necessity of adjusting themselves to the ‘right’ side of the border through migration. As a result, an estimated one million people lost their lives due to communal riots that broke up on the eve of Partition and in its wake and a few millions shifted themselves from one part to the other while drawing new and hitherto unknown cultural boundaries and making them coincide with the newly reorganized political borders. In simple terms, the emergence of modern states in the region has enjoined on them the obligation of making them coincide with each other. As ‘lines’ are drawn on maps as the Commission led by Sir Cyril Radcliffe had done it in the east and most importantly lines are plotted on ground, they bring into existence what Joya Chatterjee calls ‘a new way of life’ and people are called upon to constantly adjust themselves to it. The region is caught between two diametrically opposed pulls of historically shared social, cultural and economic commonalities and linkages that otherwise cut across the newly reorganized international borders on one hand and the legal and political obligation of observing and remaining confined to them. The challenge of governing the post-partition nations in South Asia lay precisely in converting this new reality into ‘a way of life’.

By all accounts, this essentially statist dream of creating culturally homogenous nations by encouraging mass migrations and population transfers was indeed shared by a good number of people who thought it ‘unethical’ to remain left in countries that was not theirs. The metaphor of Partition continues to live on and
shapes much of the so-called post-Partition politics. Partition is not an event, but a process and a process that does not exhaust itself with one the event of the formation of nation-states. The same dream gets reenacted rather climactically and at great human cost in Gujarat, India (2002), Bangladesh (1996, 2001), Sri Lanka (1983) and Bhutan (1988) where violence is organized systemically more often than not at state’s instance to exterminate the minorities whether by indiscriminately killing them or through expulsion. Many of the reports prepared by even the statutory agencies of the state like the National Human Rights Commission etc accuse the politicians and security forces of having done such acts of commission and omission, which heavily discriminate against the minorities. The dream continues to inspire and elude the states of the region. The mixed and complex demography of the region and the historically shared nature of the continuities amongst different people make it absolutely impossible for the states of the region to create culturally homogeneous nations. Minorities are bound to remain caught on the ‘wrong’ side of the border for time to come. Viewed from this perspective, an in-depth study of some of these yet under-researched or even one-sidedly researched (for, they have been studied with inputs from only one side of the border) cases of bilateral minorities is suggested here. Our project is ideally suited to study these bilateral or as even in some cases multilateral minorities strewn across borders.

The case of Southern Bhutan is one of trilateral minority subjected to discriminatory cultural policies informed by Partition albeit in a metaphorical sense. For, Bhutan was outside the massive surgical operation that accompanied Partition. Yet, the same metaphor of Partition also lives on in this case. Until 1985, there was hardly any hostility reported in the ‘land of peace’ notwithstanding its ethnic diversity. Crisis is said to begin with the passing of Citizenship Act in 1985. The Lhotshampas of South Bhutan – most of whom are of ethnic Nepali origin – have been branded by this Act as ‘stateless people’. The subsequent Census of 1988 carried out only in the predominantly Nepali-speaking southern districts revoked their right to nationality in large numbers. The Royal Government of Bhutan encouraged a policy of ‘one state, one nation’ with the effect that the Lhotshampas were subjected to political and cultural discrimination. They were forced to wear the ‘national dress’, speak the ‘national language’ and deprived of their rights including that of landownership. Nepalese was replaced by the ‘national language’ in primary schools and other educational institutions. According to an early estimate, about 120,000 Bhutanese have been forced into exile in India and Nepal. Over 90,000 people were reported to have been living in UNHCR-supervised camps in Jhapa and Morong in eastern Nepal. Approximately 30,000 have been living outside the camps in Nepal and India. Their presence in the Dooars and Siliguri subdivisions of northern West Bengal seems to have changed the demographic composition of the area. While the new leadership of the Gorkhaland movement lays claim to this area and demands its inclusion in the proposed Gorkha (‘Indian citizens of Nepali origin’)-dominated state of Gorkhaland within the Indian union, this has unleashed newer currents of tension and schism between them and the majority of local Bengalis.
Although a living testimony to the impossibility of carrying forth the logic of Partition based on ethnic and religious divide beyond a certain point (for its inability to take note of the divisions that are implicit in each of the entities thus partitioned), Bangladesh seems to reenact Partition insofar as the predominantly Buddhist and non-Bengali-speaking tribal communities of Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) were subjected to the discriminatory policies and forcibly ejected from their habitat. About 40,000 persons migrated to Arunachal Pradesh, India and an estimated 20,000 went over to the Arakan region of the then Burma. Those who migrated to India and their children born in the Indian soil continue to remain stateless. A movement was organized by the All-Arunachal Pradesh Students’ Union (AAPSU) in the late-1980s with the demand of their expulsion to other parts of India – if not Bangladesh. While an investigation report commissioned by the National Human Rights Commission drew the nation’s attention to the gross violation of human rights in Arunachal Pradesh, the Supreme Court of India in an epoch-making verdict upheld their right to life even for the no-citizens – and in this case right to ‘decent’ life - guaranteed by the Constitution and asked the Government of Arunachal Pradesh for their protection. Although forced migration occurred during the conflict between the mid-1970s and 1997 - the year when an accord was signed with the Jana Sangram Samiti (JSS), the roots of conflict and discrimination may be traced to the construction of Kaptai dam between 1957 and 1963. The construction led to the submergence of 54,000 acres of cultivable land and about 100,000 tribals were displaced from their homes. A Bangladesh Government Task Force estimated in July 2000 that 128,000 families were displaced due to conflicts in this region.

In 1987 as Burma erupted against the military rule, many of the leaders and activists of pro-democracy movement were forced to leave the country and take shelter in neighbouring India. India publicly extended her moral support to the movement. In 1988 alone, Burmese migrants came to India in three waves. In 1997 the scenario changed and India decided to develop a working relationship with the Burmese military junta. India’s decision of ‘doing business’ with the military rulers of Burma was considered by the Burmese immigrants as a great blow to their movement and as a result their freedom was severely curtailed. Much of the pro-democracy movement was inspired by ethnic Burmans consisting of such groups as the Kachins, the Karens, the Chins and the Arakanese etc targeted largely by the military rulers and their policy of nationalization and forced labour for ‘national’ development. In 1990, the junta extended its control over the Sagaing Division of the Chin state inhabited mostly by the ethnic Chins numbering between 1.5 and 2.5 millions. Chins are known to have migrated in trickles over the years from the Division - one of the poorest in Myanmar, again one of the poorest countries of the world. In 1988 when persecution against the Chins reached its peak, it is difficult to say how many of them were evicted as a result of political compulsions and how many due to economic reasons. A good many Chins are settled in the Indian state of Mizoram. By all accounts, a distinct change in attitude of the Mizos towards the Chins has been noticeable. While they were initially very hospitable towards these migrants because of the ethnic affinity they share with them, the early bonhomie
seems to have been ruptured with too many people chasing after the limited pot of resources and growing cases of human rights violations reported against them.

The minority Tamils of Sri Lanka concentrated mainly in the North and the East are said to have shared their ethnic and cultural affinities with those of South India throughout history. The proliferation of Tamil political organizations in the 1970s was in many ways a response to ‘the policy of nationalization’ followed by the Sri Lankan state. Tamil representation in political and decision-making institutions, in bureaucracy and security forces has been incomparably low – much lower than their percentage vis-à-vis the total population. The Citizenship Act passed way back in 1948 made a distinction between the ‘Ceylon Tamils’ and the ‘Indian Tamils’ and the former were regarded as people of indigenous origin and therefore granted citizenship while the second category instantly became ‘stateless’. In 1956 Sinhalese was declared the official language of Sri Lanka including in the Tamil-majority North and the East. But the matters came to a head when on 23 July 1983 a convoy of army jeeps and trucks was attacked a few kilometers away from Jaffna. The rest is part of the region’s widely known history. The changing attitude of various Tamil groups and political parties towards the Tamils in general and the Tamil refugees migrating to South India in particular speaks of the bilateral nature of Tamil minority in the region. Some of these Tamil groups including of course Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam have released maps of Eelam or free Tamil land consisting of the Tamil-dominated parts of not only Sri Lanka but of South India.

The bilateral or multilateral nature the minorities mentioned above sensitizes us to the essentially supra-national nature of the minority question in South Asia. During the civil war in the then East Pakistan during 1971, about 10,000 Garos of Modhupur in Bangladesh crossed over to neighbouring Indian state of Meghalaya in order to escape violence and persecution in the hands of the Pakistani forces. Many of them went back as the dust storm of war gradually settled down. Going by the available researches, the Indo-Pak war of 1971 resulting in the formation of Bangladesh as a separate state in South Asia was triggered off by the imperative necessity of sending back about 9.8 million of Pakistanis who had taken shelter in the bordering states of India. While bilateral nature generally expresses itself through such mutual acts of seeking refuge and shelter as in the cases of the Garos, the Tamils, the Chakmas, the Hajongs and the Chins, it more often than not is underlined by reflexive violence, acts of vendetta and revenge killings. Persecution of minorities in one country has its obvious repercussion in another where they are not necessarily in a minority. The demolition of the Babari Masjid by a section of fundamentalist and rightwing Hindu forces in 1992 left its almost instant impact on the minorities of both Pakistan and Bangladesh. Temples and places of worship of the minorities were systematically destroyed much in the same manner as the Taliban busted the ancient relics of Buddhism in the Bamian mountain of Afghanistan during its reign. Policy-oriented researches are called for so that early warning systems can be put in place and the mass violence resulting from unchecked communal pogroms organized at times with full state connivance does not take its toll on the societies of South Asia.
**Linguistic Rights in Europe and India**

The use, preservation and enhancement of minority languages represent one of the principal means by which minorities can assert and preserve their identity. Language is paramount to the protection of minorities and this issue is a cornerstone of the right of minorities to preserve their identity and characteristics. But which measures are applied by states to implement those fundamental rights in daily life? In most South Asian and European state constitutions different cultural and linguistic identities are recognised or the state is even constituted as a multinational and multicultural reality like India. But what are state authorities and legislatures doing to actively ensure their existence and promoting their development? Which is the situation of smaller or “lesser used” languages, which in no state and perhaps not even on regional or district level are used as an official language?

In the framework of minority rights language is probably the issue which in Europe has got major attention in both, the legislation and implementation, but also in research regarding its impact on social and cultural reality. Consequently the two major international covenants today in force in Europe (the Framework Convention on National Minorities and the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages) attach to the language rights utmost importance. In Europe in many countries there is a certain record of application of linguistic rights of ethnic groups or national minorities. The FCNM State reports are extensively listing up the measures and efforts of public institutions and state agencies to promote minority languages and the results of those interventions. On the other hand, independent research and comment points out many critical situations of endangered languages and thus still very much has to be done.

The constitution of India has recognised the rights of minorities to use their own language (art 29). Art. 344 of the Constitution lists the officially recognised languages of single states with regard to the Union. Art. 345 grants the freedom of any state of India to adopt any or more of the languages in use in that state as the language to be used for all or any official purposes of that state (art. 347).

The states of the Indian Union – and this is an interesting similarity with most of the European states - are constituted on a linguistic basis, though other factors (economic, political and social) were also kept in consideration. Those states are free to adopt their own language of administration and educational instruction from the 22 languages officially recognised though it does not stipulate how the objective is to be achieved. Art. 350 A enunciates that it “shall be the endeavour of every state and of every local authority within state to provide adequate facilities for instruction in mother tongue at the primary stage of education to children belonging to minority groups, and the President may issue such directives to any state”. This is of particular relevance for the Scheduled Tribes-dominated areas of India, but the application so far from meeting their cultural needs and rights. According to Art. 350 the linguistic minorities have the right to be taught and have instruction in their language, but again this is a discretionary provision, not mandatory for the state. From a European viewpoint it could be useful to compare Europe’s and India’s linguistic reality with the legal arrangements adopted so far. But how are those rights
applied in reality? Which is the social and political reality of 50 years of application of linguistic rights? Which results have some State Acts in minority language matters produced? Which political tools and legal provisions on the contrary have failed?

Finally, Art. 350 B provides for the appointment of a Special Officer for Linguistic Minorities. This Commissioner of Linguistic Minorities operating since 1957, in pursuance of Art. 350 B of the Constitution is endowed with controlling the implementation of the rights deriving from that article for linguistic minorities. He has submitted 38 annual reports so far. Again this institution finds a counterpart in Europe’s international institutions with the OSCE High Commissioner for National Minorities who is monitoring and reporting on the situation of many smaller ethnic and linguistic groups.

The proposal is to work out a comparative study in linguistic rights of ethnic minorities of South Asia and Europe. This kind of comparison between Europe (the signatory states of the FCNM) and India in particular could be done focusing on some basic linguistic rights: the right of public use of its language, the right to use the language in public sphere in contact with public authorities and bodies, the right to be taught in its mother tongue, the right to information in minority languages. The comparison should analyse the legal provisions adopted in various states and evaluate the progresses and in different case studies. In some cases evaluation of linguistic policy is well established. What has been done so far in India and in South Asia so far? Which are the grievances and proposal of the concerned ethnic minorities?

What’s about the “threatened languages” and peoples” in Europe, India and other South Asian countries due to discrimination and denial of basic rights? This kind of research on a methodological level could also lead to a useful scholarly exchange with regard to methods of investigating and empirical measuring the “comprehensive situation of a language”.

Minorities within Minorities

In a region like South Asia and perhaps elsewhere, minorities can seldom be treated as a homogeneous category. There are individuals and minorities within minorities. As minority groups have become more vocal in demanding some form of accommodation, few have paid attention to the different types of ‘minorities within’ including women, children, gay men and lesbians, religious dissenters and linguistic minorities within religious minorities. The crucial question is: What happens to individuals or minorities who find that their community discriminates against them?

Even Muslim women in India like all minority women elsewhere in South Asia do not constitute a homogeneous category. If the Muslim women constitute a minority within minority, Muslim lesbians, let us say, constitute, yet another layer of minority – a minority within a minority within a minority. The regression of the minorities as a category seems infinite and as one sets out to deconstruct it, one literally peels an onion. The condition of the Muslim lesbians, as a recent report prepared by Peoples’ Union for Civil Liberties, Karnataka, puts it, amounts to ‘a double bind’. The lesbians and the transgendered amongst the Muslims are to be considered as a special minority particularly in South Asia. As Amena Ali – an
Indian living in Canada and a bisexual by confession - admits that she has to face far less social stigma than the kind of cruel social isolation that Rehan – the first Muslim woman to have changed her gender in West Bengal, India – does. Such cases are by no means rare.

Where do we go from here? The recent debates on minority women in South Asia seem to have taken a three-way normative course: One, it is argued that the rights claims of the minorities should not be stretched beyond a critical point where they become detrimental to those of the women belonging to these groups. The minority claims, it is argued, may be conceded provided they are not incompatible with the ‘basic values’. There are some problems with this line of argument. Even if we choose to ignore the standard denunciation coming from the extreme cultural relativists questioning the existence of such universal ‘basic values’ in the governance of our moral lives, we cannot ignore the strong statist traces implicit in the argument. While the state is made the protector and defender of ‘basic values’, the states in South Asia seem to have refused to bring about radical transformation in the society at the risk of causing instability and violence. This is a point where the reasons of the state intersect those of government. Two, argumentation is often cited as a means to the ‘advancement of the cause of equality in different spheres of life’. While in the first case, the rightfulness of rights claims emanates from their compatibility or lack of it with the ‘basic values’, the second does not seem to set forth any given and unalterable set of universal values but subjects all values to the processes of deliberation and argumentation. Three, there is assumed to be an inevitable correlation between minority assertion and subjection of women. Under such circumstances, women must be able to assert their rights claims independently of the minority groups they belong to. Their alliance with the women of the majority groups is likely to be more enduring and beneficial than the men of their own minority groups. The feminists of this genre call for an autonomous women’s movement that will transcend all the divisions internal to their identity as a gender group - including the one between the majority and the minority.

The Minority Accords

Minority accords of South Asia signed between two states of the region constitute yet another almost virgin area of research. While ethnic Accords signed between organizations claiming to represent ethnic groups especially minorities and the state have been one of the favourite subjects of research - thanks primarily though not exclusively to CRG – accords between two nation-states focusing on the question of bilateral or multilateral minorities are yet to attract the attention of scholars and researchers. The accords signed between India and Sri Lanka on one hand and those between India and Pakistan/Bangladesh on the other may provide excellent case studies illustrating at the same time how minority problem has been one issue that has brought the otherwise rivalling nation-states of the region together. It shows yet another side of our story of how the states of South Asia eventually submit to the reasons of government. A close study of select accords may provide us with clues to supra-national bases of cooperation for minority protection in the region.
We have already made brief mention of the Citizenship Act passed by the Sri Lankan Parliament in 1948. According to Government estimates, the Act rendered 800,000 Tamils stateless on the ground that they were ‘Indian Tamils’. In order to overcome the impasse, an accord – popularly known as Shastri-Bandarnaike Pact - was signed between the two Prime Ministers of India and Sri Lanka on 30 October 1964. According to the terms of this accord, Sri Lanka agreed to accept some 375,000 Tamils and regularize them as Sri Lankan citizens, India acknowledged her responsibility towards the rest and agreed to take them back to India. Afterwards, on 29 July 1987, Sri Lanka and Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam signed a tripartite agreement with India signing it as in the capacity of a third party vested with the special responsibility of monitoring and enforcing it. Subsequent course of events however tells us a different story. The Accord converted what was essentially a war between LTTE and the Sri Lankan state into one between LTTE and India resulting in the assassination of Rajib Gandhi – then the prime minister of India. Sri Lanka as it were was watching the conflict from the sidelines. There were initial hiccups as the ruling United Nationalist Party showed its reluctance to ratify the Accord in Sri Lankan Parliament. But as the Prime Minister threatened to dissolve Parliament and seek fresh mandate from the electorate, United Nationalist Party did not take much time to ratify an Accord that was crafted not by Premadasa but by his predecessor – Junius Jayewardene.

We have already made a reference to the massive population movements that took place both immediately before and after Partition. The fear of being reduced to a minority propelled the Muslims of the East to migrate to East Pakistan as much as many Hindus living there did not feel any longer safe to remain there and migrated to India – although according to Amalendu De the flow from the East to the West was disproportionately more than that from the West to the East. The population flow seemed unstoppable so much so that much of the population flow that takes place now has its roots in the history of Partition. The leaders of both India and Pakistan appeared to be interested in stopping the flow of minorities and in ensuring safety and security in their own countries although for very different reasons. While Nehru – India’s first Prime Minister - considered protection of minorities as the key to India’s professed ideal of secularism, Liaquat Ali Khan – his counterpart in Pakistan – regarded it as central to Islam. One has to keep in mind that Pakistan was born as an Islamic state. Both Prime Ministers signed what is known as the Nehru-Liaquat Pact in 1950 that entrusted the respective states with the responsibility of ensuring safety and security of the minorities and provide for their protection in their own countries. While Bangladesh maintains that not a single Bangladeshi migrates to India, the now-dysfunctional ‘Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Peace between India and Bangladesh’ – popularly known as Indira-Mujib agreement named after the two signatories – vowed to settle all major international problems ‘through meetings and exchanges of views at all levels’. The Treaty may not have made it in black and white; but Indira Gandhi – then the Prime Minister of India – is understood to have given the assurance to Sk. Mujibur Rahman – the Prime Minister of Bangladesh widely called ‘Bangabandhu’ (friend of Bengal) – that the immigrants settled in India
before the civil war broke out in 1971 would be accepted by India and would not be
sent back.

In 1950, the Indo-Nepal Treaty was signed between Chandreswar Prasad Narayan Singh and Mohan Shamshere Jung Bahadur Rana on behalf of the two Governments. Although not a treaty exclusively focusing on the minorities, it contains provisions for their protection and imposes on both the Governments the reciprocal obligation of protecting them in their respective countries. Due to the porous nature of the Indo-Nepal border and the landlocked nature of the Himalayan state, Nepali immigration to India has been historical by nature. Article 7 of the Treaty is designed to grant reciprocal rights to live and own properties, participate in trade and commerce and move without papers from one country to another to the citizens of another country. The Treaty – however controversial it is for having obliterated the distinction between the Nepalis and the Indian – is meant for protecting their rights in the alien country and should be regarded as a landmark treaty in the sphere of minority protection between the two contracting States.

An analysis of the minority accords is likely to give us an idea of the possible bases of governmentally induced cooperation on some of the outstanding issues like their mass exodus and reflexive violence. While states in the region are not going to wither away at least in the short term, the ‘metaphysic of the nation-state’ may not be an appropriate framework for understanding and analyzing the problems of minorities. Can such bilateral experiments provide the basis for a South Asian Treaty for the protection of minority rights including the right to protection of places of worship, in the signing countries? We also call for some of the intermediate policy regimes that may be placed between either of the two extremes mentioned above. We will discuss the highlights of this policy debate in one of the subsequent sections. Suffice it to say here, an analysis of the minority accords will lend to us a template within which the possible sources of international and supranational cooperation may be deciphered.

**Experiments with Regional Autonomy**

Regional territorial autonomy – sometimes in combination with cultural or personal autonomy – in both concerned areas, Europe and South Asia - has been a major issue when it came to develop instruments for both ethnic minority protection and self-governance. Regional autonomy as a specific power sharing arrangement between the central and regional government level has a proven potential of conflict solving when addressing the needs of a homogeneously settling minority population or smaller peoples in given limited territory. Whereas Europe since 1921 has experienced the establishment of some 36 autonomous regions in 11 states (9 of whose are members of the EU + Moldavia and Ukraine), in South Asia regional autonomy so far has been adopted only in India. India has a decades old experience with territorial autonomies especially on the sub-state district level. Jammu & Kashmir, after a first period with fully autonomous status, in the 1950ies lost its special autonomy status (according to article 370 Indian Constitution), which contributed to the ongoing conflict and unrest in the area. Apart from creating new states, a range of accords and unilateral
measures on several regions have been created either as autonomous areas or district councils under the Fifth and Sixth Schedules of the Constitution. Nepal with its new constitution, to be forged in the coming months, will probably transform in a federal republic in order to cope with its ethnic and cultural diversity, whereas in Sri Lanka the efforts of federalising the state’s structure as a compromise with the Tamil minority dramatically failed re-igniting the civil war. In Bangladesh the long struggle of the Chittagong Hill indigenous peoples for their fundamental rights and territorial autonomy did not yet lead to a lasting and stable solution: the first treaty on which the central government in Dhaka and the concerned minority peoples convened, did not match their expectations and needs. In Pakistan, besides the general requirement to reform the federal structure, the issue of regional territorial autonomy is concerning especially the Northern Areas of Gilgit-Baltistan, a huge region trapped in the Indo-Pakistani conflict on Jammu & Kashmir, deprived not only of the right to self-governance, but also of the fundamental rights to democratic participation.

Europe, from a perspective of the concerned minority peoples and national minorities, has collected most positive experiences with regard to territorial autonomy and other forms of autonomy (e.g. cultural autonomy). Most of the existing regional autonomies are developing towards a more complete range of autonomous competencies and thus obtaining a higher degree of self-governance. This tool of solution of ethnic conflict is slowly emanating to other countries, particularly in Eastern Europe (e.g. in Romania with the Szeklerland, inhabited by a majority of ethnic Hungarians), although still several state parties are looking with suspicion to such proposals. But regional autonomy not only is a consolidated experience on the ground, but also step by step approaching a stage of codification on the level of international conventions. In 1994 the FUEN (the Federal Union of European Nationalities) launched the “Draft Convention on Autonomy Rights of Ethnic Groups in Europe”, the Council of Europe with its resolution no. 1334 of 24 June 2003, the Lund-Recommendations on the Effective Participation of National Minorities in Public Life, and recently the recommendations of the Council of European Regions and Local Authorities in the same matter. Many of Europe’s national minorities and ethnic groups (out of more than 300 existing groups) have hopes of the further development of this juridical concept and its codification in international soft law.

Starting from this situation autonomy applications in South Asia and Europe in a comparative perspective could be an interesting issue for further research efforts, also oriented to policy consultancy, taking into account the diverse historical, political and juridical context and based on empirical evidence. First it should be empirically assessed which results the territorial autonomies in India and Europe have produced so far; second it could be analysed which are the major factors which still have prevented autonomy to unfold its positive potential for conflict solving and self-government, integrating other means of minority protection; and third which new proposals could be developed in order to face ongoing conflict in various areas. In this context regional autonomy should neither be considered a magic recipe for all times and all places, nor just a specific European form of territorial power sharing, but as a concept of state organisation which with due adaptations can be and is applied in all continents.
In this framework Eurasia-Net could elaborate three case studies for South Asia:

1. Pakistan and Gilgit-Baltistan: elaboration of a proposal of a procedure to start and run a negotiation process aimed to draft an autonomy statute by a platform of locally based scholars and activists.
2. Bangladesh and the Chittagong Hill Tracts: In-depth-analysis of the major flaws of the currently adopted self-administration of the CHT and elaboration of a proposal of an authentic and stable autonomy solution for the whole region.
3. Autonomy on district level in India: experiences, achievements and future requirements, starting from an assessment based on some examples like Darjeeling, Bodoland, Assam, Tripura and Mizoram Tribal Areas.

As for the cases of regional autonomy adopted in Central Europe, first of all South Tyrol could be chosen as one example, also for practical reasons, but Corsica would be a good example as well being a case on “uncompleted regional autonomy” which still is highly disputed and not meeting given minimum standards of political autonomy. Further examples could be selected based on criteria of geographical distance in order to limit travel costs.

As for the methodology there should be a close collaboration of one or more European researcher with one or more South-Asian fellow researchers, based on the existing resources within the various participating academic institutions. Some field research in both areas (autonomous regions in Central Europe and regions with autonomy conflicts in South Asia) should be carried out, keeping in mind the mutual exchange of experiences and research output. Besides the results of the research, this team of scholars could also elaborate new concepts and proposals as useful input for the political debate in the concerned areas along with some media-oriented documents and materials for broader dissemination and didactical activities. In this context also the related issues of local autonomy (self-administration) and cultural autonomy have to be discussed. Finally it could be analysed which conditions have to be created in order to introduce a “right to autonomy” in the framework of an international convention of fundamental minority rights within international (regional) soft law in both areas of Europe and South Asia.

The Model Cases

The claim of a few cases of South Asia to serve as ‘models’ to be followed elsewhere for the resolution of minority problems should also be closely examined. For instance, the Indian state of Mizoram in the Northeast is showcased in official circles as a success story. The Mizo Accord (1986) has been described as the ‘only accord that has not fallen apart or spawned violent breakaway groups’. But empirical researches albeit sporadically conducted in the region tend to show how the Accord that did not result in any fatal split and factious conflict within insurgent ranks has slowly produced an ‘illiberal’ society in which individual dissent is more or less throttled and dissenters are forced to give way to the commands of the ex-insurgents.
or even Mizo civil society organizations. The so-called success story of the Accord will have to be read together with many other stories that compel us to read it against its grain. The Hmars fell apart from the Mizos the moment the separate state of Mizoram had come into existence in 1986. The demand for ‘Hmar Ram’ to be carved out from the newly formed state of Mizoram made by Hmar Peoples’ convention (HPC) symbolizes a deep ethnic divide between the two hitherto friendly communities of the Mizos and the Hmars. Interestingly Hmars joined the Mizos in their struggle for the statehood of Mizoram. Reangs constitute the second largest population group in Tripura spreading across several northern and southern subdivisions of Dharmanagar, Kailasahar, Kamalpur, Udaipur, Amarpur, Belonia, and the bordering states of Assam and Mizoram and of course, Bangladesh. Insofar as they are scattered over a number of territorial and administrative units, they face the problem of being reduced to minority everywhere. The general perception of the Reangs that transpires from the interviews with their political leaders is that their culture cannot flourish ‘because of the dominance of other majority groups within the recognized territorial spaces in Mizoram, Tripura or in Assam’. Mizo society’s intolerance to dissent is exemplified recently when Vanramchhaunvy – a leading Mizo woman activist, was threatened in May 2005 by Young Mizo Association (YMA) while protesting against the deaths of four persons and cruelty towards many others for their alleged involvement in peddling drugs and liquor. The YMA had launched a programme of curbing drugs and liquor and the victims who had died or had to suffer other forms of cruelty were ‘punished’ by the organization as part of its campaign for meting out instant justice to the deviants and offenders in the society. When she saw two women on the roadside apparently accused of some offence and made to wear large placards around their neck, she pleaded for turning them to the appropriate authorities and trying them according to the Constitution and the law of the land. She was summoned the next day by the YMA and nine local YMA leaders descended on her place as per the orders of the Central Committee and threatened her. However, tensions are brewing within the ranks of the ex-insurgents. Today when the Peace Accord MNF (Mizo National Front – the rebel body that led the insurgency struggle) Returnees’ Association (PAMNFRA) accuses the Government for not implementing the provisions of the accord, it blames itself for having signed it in good faith and not any of its rival factions. In simple terms, the so-called model cases of governing the minorities in South Asia need to be investigated further in as much as the interstices and fissures involved in the process become increasingly pronounced.

Debate on State Policies

South Asia as a region has generated a rich and growing body of literature particularly since the late 1980s. Yet it is important to note that much of this literature is not focused on any exploration into possible policy alternatives in order to address the issues and questions underlined above. The region is still a long way from evolving what may be called a policy culture where concerned people can continuously debate on minority problems and possible policy alternatives. An
attempt will be made in this section to review some of the hitherto suggested alternatives and briefly discuss their successes and limitations. A thoroughgoing research into the debates on policy alternatives will go a long way in ensuring and guaranteeing better minority protection in future.

There are very few policy advocates in the region (excepting perhaps the official sources), who continue to recommend pure ‘law and order’ solution to the ethnic and minority problems. The measures suggested in this connection range from overhauling security structures in order to secure and protect the nation’s interests and greater deployment of security forces to legislation and implementation of ‘emergency’ laws (like the controversial Armed Forces Special Powers Act of 1958 presently in force in many parts of the India’s Northeast) often involving temporary suspension and abrogation of rights and liberties that are otherwise enshrined in and guaranteed by the constitution and laws of the land. The efficacy of ‘multi-force operations’ (popularly known as ‘unified command’) in Assam, India has already become a frequently referred topic of discussion. While law and order solution may be both desperately necessary and effective in the short run, it cannot be an answer to the region’s ethnic and minority conflicts. The paradox that democracies all over the world face today is how to respond to the minority problems and insurgencies without reneging on its commitment to rights and liberties of the citizens including those of the minorities.

But there are others who advocate a change in policy regime in the countries of South Asia while addressing the problems facing the region. The change, according to them, will have to be brought about predominantly – though not exclusively - by the state and an entire series of measures is suggested to make the state move in this direction. A change in policy regime is possible through ‘an alternative institutional imagination’ that calls for salvaging ethnic identity from any notion of fixed and territorially rooted collectivity and encourages constant experimentation with diverse institutional arrangements till the disentanglement of identity from territoriality can be completed. It is indeed argued that the emphasis in policy interventions will have to be shifted from granting some form of politically enclosed and exclusive units or ethnic homelands (state, Autonomous District Councils, government by traditional institutions and in accordance with the customary laws etc.) to the minority communities in recognition of their particularistic identities to ‘good neighbourliness and development’. But, how do we bring about such a transformation? Being deeply powered by the same state building imagination intent on throwing their weight in favour of minority demands for ethnic homelands, do most of the ‘actually existing civil societies’ in South Asia provide a solution? Being deeply powered by homeland imagination, actually existing civil societies can hardly be regarded as the site where any flexibilization of homeland regime will be possible. Civil societies in the region too require an alternative imagination so that these can provide the normative ground for the initiation of such a change in policy regime. Groups like Women in Security, Conflict Management and Peace (WISCOMP), Kali For Women, Pakistan-India Peoples' Forum for Peace and Democracy and CRG etc have been involved in civil society activism across borders. But there are not many of their ilk that are involved in similar work across
South Asia. This is by no means meant for undermining their activism within the territorial confines of their respective countries.

The debate on institutions has already begun. Efforts are being made to break free from the paradox inherent in the early framework of state building in which consolidation of a particular community within a geopolitical space necessarily creates its minorities. For example, the vicious circle in which a minority becomes a majority by way of getting the borders redrawn and thereby creates its own minority and the circle continues to roll with alarming regularity is inherent in India’s established federal setup. Attempts are now being made to explore newer institutional alternatives. We may refer to at least three interesting strands, not necessarily mutually exclusive, of this debate: First, reform-minded scholars and activists recommend a Scandinavian SAMI-like multi-layered parliamentary system in which ethnic communities will have the right to represent themselves instead of being bound by the majoritarian commands of the existing parliamentary system. Secondly, some have argued that the ‘first-come-first-served’ electoral system in which the minorities dispersed over a large space are constantly under the subjection of the numerical, and therefore political, majority is incompatible with the pluralistic nature of South Asian societies. Even reservation of seats for them will not help the situation. Introducing proportional representation is considered as a means of protecting these groups from majority rule and retaining their autonomy. Thirdly, a case has been made for widening the consociational base of our democratic system. Lijphart (1996), for example, shows how the basic preconditions of a consociational (power sharing) democracy were met during the first few decades of India’s independence and how that base has been weakened as a combined result of ‘centralization of the Congress Party and the federal system’ in the 1980s and growing ‘attack on minority rights’ in different parts of India. He in fact pleads for resuscitating the institutions and practices of consociational democracy that, according to him, protected India reasonably well in the first few decades against inter-group violence and communal riots.

While suggesting the possible policy alternatives, one has also to explore how such non-territorial forms of minority representation might spill over the international borders and include more than one nation-state for consideration. For example, a ‘Work Permit’ regime that is believed to be situated between the formal principle of territorial sovereignty and complete impenetrability of international borders and the popular practice of disregarding them by way of immigrating from across the borders. The regime implies a certain blurring of the distinction between citizens and foreigners considered as central to the identity of any nation-state. A person working in the host country with a permit is not considered as a citizen and is obliged to leave it as soon as the tenure of permit expires. But such a regime is expected to address the problem of rising demand for cheap and inexpensive labour currently filled up by the ‘illegal’ immigrants for all practical purposes. The regime can operate provided both the sender and the host countries agree to introduce it. South Asia provides a vast and hitherto un-researched field of all such experiments with various institutions and such an exercise may be initiated under the aegis of this project.
Regional Instruments

South Asia, by all accounts, has been slow in evolving supranational and pan-regional instruments for minority protection. A few of these attempts made in recent years mostly outside the scope of state initiatives however merit attention. It was South Asian Forum for Human Rights based in Kathmandu (Nepal) that made one of the earliest attempts in August 1998 towards this direction. While expressing their concern that ‘during the five decades South Asian States have drifted to a hegemonic and majoritarian political culture’, the participants of the Consultation meeting felt ‘worried by the failure of the governments to protect the minorities against the violations by the members of the majority community’. The participants preferred to define ‘minority’ not as a simple numerical statement but as groups with ‘ethnic, religious and linguistic features’ because of which they are actively discriminated against in the society. The presence of Constitutional and legal provisions do not mean much to the minorities unless – as they argued - there is proper accountability in all cases of rights violations. Perhaps for the first time in South Asia, it raised the demand for the constitution of an independent National Minorities commission as a Constitutional body with adequate powers to intervene in all instances of infringement of minority rights. At a supranational level, they urged on the SAARC to create the office of a Special Rapporteur, who should be empowered to review and report every year the Heads of the States of South Asia on the status of minorities in the countries of the region. They also called on SAFHR to create in collaboration with other non-Governmental and civil society actors a forum for the preparation of an annual People’s Report on the status of Minority Rights in South Asia. They also appreciated the importance of reforms in the educational institutions so that they play a role in promoting the values of tolerance, amity, respect for language, culture and religion of different communities. The meeting also underlined the need for ‘impartial and independent mechanisms for monitoring minority rights’ and ensuring easy access and speedy redress to all cases arising out of violation of minority rights.

SAARC Social Charter signed by the 7 states of South Asia on 4 January 2004 is considered as a remarkable advancement in the field of protection of minority and group rights including those of the elderly, the women and the children. Although the term ‘minority’ has never been explicitly used, the idea - as Clause 2 (XI) of Article II explains - is to secure for ‘the disadvantaged, marginalized and vulnerable persons and groups’ legal rights and make ‘physical and social environment’ accessible. While legalization of their rights is an effective first step, the Charter also puts emphasis on obtaining enabling conditions for their observance and protection. The immediately following sub-Clause calls for ‘observance and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all’. In simple terms, the Charter aims at protecting the rights of these groups as part of the larger project of investing each one of South Asia with rights and freedoms irrespective of their religion, race, caste, sex and place of birth and promoting ‘effective exercise of rights in a balanced manner at all levels of society’ and ‘social integration’. Much in the same vein, Clause 1 of Article VI declares that ‘discrimination against women is
incompatible with human rights and dignity’. The Charter clearly rules out any exclusivist path to be pursued while protecting their rights and freedoms.

At the instance of the International Centre for Ethnic Studies (Colombo), a Statement of Principles on Minority and Group Rights in South Asia was drawn up and revised in April 2006. A South Asian Charter on Minority and Group Rights was elaborated on the basis of the Statement by a group of voluntary organizations across South Asia including International Centre for Ethnic Studies (Colombo), Centre for Alternatives (Dhaka), Human Rights and Democratic Forum (Kathmandu), Mahanirban Calcutta Research Group (Kolkata) and Human Rights Commission (Karachi). The main aim of the Charter published in May 2008 is to effectively address minority issues and concerns, which cut across countries in South Asia and enhance regional responses to some of the current weaknesses in constitutional and legislative protection and promotion of minority and group rights. More specifically, the Charter may be used ‘as a reference tool for Governments, non-State actors, human rights institutions, NGOs and human rights advocates and policy makers to draft national legislation, promote legislative reform, undertake advocacy, influence decisions, policies and programmes to ensure that they focus on the promotion and protection of minority and group rights’. The Charter – instead of formulating new norms for the protection of minority and group rights - builds on the existing instruments like SAARC Social Charter, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Convention on the elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and adapts them to the specific context of South Asia. It not only urges the States Parties to ‘reaffirm and adopt’ the Covenant but provides for ‘effective remedies’ – should violations of these rights ever take place – ‘for the purpose of promoting general welfare in a democratic society, without discrimination of the life and well-being of people’. The Charter views the question of protection of minority and group rights as part of the larger problem of inculcating some basic democratic values in the states of South Asia, rather than isolating their cause and ghettoizing them in the process. As a tribute to this principle, Article 5 of the Charter clearly lays down:

The States Parties to the present Charter guarantee the exercise and enjoyment of the rights recognized in the present Charter without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, language, religion, caste, gender, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, and protection against any acts of such discrimination, and any incitement to such discrimination.

But nothing in this Article prevents any state from ‘protecting the existence and the identity of the minorities within their respective territories’ and providing for ‘affirmative action’.

On the one hand, the Charter entitles the minorities to the ‘right to freedom of association’ including that of establishing and maintaining ‘free and peaceful contacts’ with the other minorities as well as ‘contacts across frontiers with citizens of other States to whom they are related by national or ethnic, religious or linguistic ties’. On the other hand, Article 7B recognizes the connection between ethnic
minority and ethnic homeland and provides for their protection ‘within their respective territories’. Besides, the Charter serves as one of the unusually detailed documents for the recognition and protection of linguistic rights of the minorities. It envisages the establishment of a South Asian Human Rights Committee composed of nationals of the States Parties serving in their personal capacity in a bid to enforce its various provisions. Each State Party is empowered to nominate not more than two persons from its nationals for the membership. The Committee is empowered to receive and handle ‘communications to the effect that a State Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under this Charter’ provided it is submitted by a State Party that has made the declaration ‘recognizing in regard to itself the competence of the Committee’: “No communication shall be received by the Committee if it concerns a State Party which has not made such a declaration.” The provision is likely to reduce the otherwise widely prevalent diplomatic abuse of such a sensitive issue as minority and group rights and their subordination to ‘national interest’. The issue proves critical insofar as the assertion of these rights is sought to be understood beyond the realms of national interest and governmentality. The same declaration from the allegedly ‘violating’ State Party is necessary for receiving communications from individuals accusing it of having violated the minority and group rights recognized by the Charter.

As a follow-up to this Charter, Basu Ray Chaudhury on behalf on Calcutta Research Group drafted another Charter on Minority Rights in India, which was subsequently published in August 2007. While taking off from the assumption that ‘the Constitution has not always been able to reflect the realities of majoritarian basis of the Indian polity, the poor state of the protection available in the country, and the low level of the constitutionally acknowledged minority rights’, it lays down a set of 11 Principles on the basis of which constitutional and legal provisions are likely to function. In simple terms, the Principles do not seek to introduce any new principle to the Constitution or the legal system but aim precisely at reinforcing them and most importantly the secular ideal embodied in them. While the South Asian Charter is expected to be ‘reaffirmed and adopted’ by the States Parties, the Principles are laid down in the form of some moral imperatives to be followed by the Indian State because they are consonance with the legal and Constitutional provisions. The Principles per se are not enforceable, but only facilitate the enforcement of the already enforceable provisions. Besides, the Indian Charter envisages synergy between ‘the State, authorities, public and private organizations, institutions, corporations, NGOs, groups or persons, public officials and private individuals, whether State or non-State actors and irrespective of their legal status’ that, according to it, is absolutely essential for ensuring their enforceability.

Researches on minorities of South Asia - otherwise rich and growing - fail albeit with notable exceptions in lending a pan-regional and supranational focus to them. By contrast, South Asia provides the example of a region where both minorities and majorities are caught in a complex web of social, economic and cultural relations across the state borders reorganized particularly in the wake of Partition. The reality of supranational and cross-border linkages is completely incompatible with the current research boom that mostly focuses on minorities
insofar as they are confined to state territories and thereby become victims of discrimination. Solutions interestingly are sought at the national level by way of subjecting them to the reasons of government, by firmly emplacing them within the national body and converting the minorities as a category of powerlessness into a merely numerical category. A research policy that probes into these linkages and connections can throw light on the possible policy options of how we can provide for better and more effective protection of minority rights particularly at a time when minorities have increasingly become the object of active discrimination by various social forces including the states of South Asia within their borders.

Notes

1 We thank Guenther Rautz, Kancha Ilaiah and Prasanta Ray for their inputs to the preparation of the paper.
3 This should be read together with the stocktaking report prepared by Javaid Rehman.
4 A Directory was compiled by International Centre for Ethnic Studies in collaboration with Calcutta Research Group and others. We are making it available to EURAC for reference. See, ICES et al ICES et al (2008), A Directory of Minority Rights and Institutions. Colombo: ICES.
9 Used widely in official and popular circles in South Asia without any necessarily pejorative sense.
11 Ibid, p.37
By contrast, Myron Weiner refuses to view them as victims of active discrimination. His argument looks upon minorities as victims without as it were victimizers. See, Myron Weiner, ‘India’s Minorities: Who are they? What Do They Want?’ in Myron Weiner The Indian paradox: Essays in Indian Politics (New Delhi: Sage, 1989).

